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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
that the true match record would be ekcluded

hut the cost of searching decreases

The ideal blocking component would be one

Record linkage is the process of examining which nearly always agrees in true match
two computer files and locating pairs of re record pairs but nearly always disagrees be
cords one from each file that agree not tween pairs which are not valid matches

necessarily exactly on some combination of This ideal blocking component must have

identifiers For the Census Bureau this pro large enough number of possible values to in

cess is typically executed on two files con sure that the file will be partitioned into

taming individual names addresses and demo many and therefore smaller blocks

graphic characteristics Specifically record Another consideration in blocking of typical

linkage is important for census undercount de census demographic files is the need to identi

termination address list compilation and gen fy households After all the records in

eral census evaluation household are collected matching can proceed

Record linkag research is focused on the with the individuals in the household This

development of an algorithm and accompanying twostage approach is necessary to determine

manual procedures that will accomplish the the coverage within each household and facil

above goals in statistically justifiable itates individual identification More varia

manner To this end the following major activ tion can be tolerated for name and other iden

ities must be initiated tifiers on household basis than would be

Development of statistical foundation acceptable globally over larger set For

for the record linkage process example Bob could be matched to Robert

Constructing data base that can be used within household hut such match might not

for calibration validation and testing be desired for set of records spanning many

of the characteristics of the linkage cases Household identification also aids in

process isolating different households of siblings or

Development of methods to obtain infor
persons with the same surname

mation on the discriminating power of Patrick Kelley of our staff has developed

the various identifiers and their assoc method for computing an optimal blocking

iated error rates Discriminating power strategy considering the tradeoffs of computa
is measure of an identifiers useful tion cost against errors introduced by re
ness in predicting true match pairs stricting the search for matches See

Design and implementation of computer

algorithms to perform the actual linking Weights

The results of this research will be

More accurate undercount determination and component is an identifier or field on

coverage analysis
computer file Typical components are street

Reduction of costly clerical procedures by
name street type surname given name etc
The discriminating power of component or

use of automated methods
identifier is measure of how useful that

statistically valid process which can

replace previous ad hoc techniques
component is in predicting match Consider

Algorithms that will be useful for over component such as surname Common values of

coverage determination and address list
surname such as Smith have greater chances

of accidental agreement than do rare values
compilation

such as Humperdinck Consequently the

II AREAS OF INVESTIGATION frequency of occurrence of particular value

of an identifier is one determinant of the

There are several areas of investigation
weight or importance of that value as an mdi

that must be pursued in order to design and
cator of matched or unmatched records Another

implement successful matching system These
determinant of the weight is the error rate

areas are currently the focus of attention for
associated with the value of that component

the Record Linkae Research Staff High error rates diminish the predictive use
fuiness of an identifier or its values

Fellegi and Sunter in presented
Blocking and Other Search Restricting Tech-

general theory of record linkage including
nigues discussions of weight calculations and the

development of optimal decision rules Their
The set of records that will be searched to

basic idea for weighting is summarized below
find match for given record is called

The two files and to be linked consist

block of number of components identifiers in

Obviously if an entire file were searched common Consider all possible pairs of re
for match for each record the probability cords particular pair is either truly

of finding true match would he highest since matched pair an element in the set of all

no records are excluded from consideration matched pairs or an unmatched pair an ele
However the cost of such process would he

ment in the set of all unmatched pairs
prohibitive As we restrict our search we For all pairs and each component or
exclude records and increase the probability componentvalue state let
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m1 Pr component agrees continued until consecutive iterations produce

u1 Pr component agrees small differences

Weight for the ith component log2 m1/u1 Composite Weights
The above computation would be the same if

we were considering specific values of compo If the components are assumed to be statis
nents such as Smith or Hurnperdinck rather tically independent then the composite weight
than the component as whole surname is equal to the sum of the individual component

Similar weights can be computed for dis weights Adding the weights is equivalent to

agreements m1 is computed by examining all multiplying the conditional probabilities
matched pairs is computed by examining Weights for disagreements can be computed simi
all unmatched pairs For the two files and larly to agreement weights Disagreements are

generally given negative weights whereas agree
ments receive postive weights

We know that some dependencies exist such
Since the cartesian product Ax is 0n2 as sex and given name hut the extent to which

and is 0n where is the number of records dependence changes the matching decision rules

in the smaller file then IJ is much great must be analyzed For example Robert is

er than and can be computed by taking principally male given name but Stacy
the frequency counts of the components in both could be either male or female We are inves
files

tigating the effects of covariance on the
The calculation of requires prelinked weight calculations and we are considering

set of records This fact presents the
adjusting the weights to provide for such

greatest practical difficulty because of the covariance
large sample site necessary the cost of pro If plot were to he made of numbers of

ducing such samples and the inherent error in observations versus composite weight bimodal
manual processes distribution would result Since most pairs

Fellegi and Sunter in suggest method
are elements of tJ the disagreement mode is

of weight calculation that does not require much larger than that for agreement
prelinked pairs It uses an assumption of the

For each pair one of three decisions is
statistical independence of the components and made The pair is said to match if the weight
requires the solution of nonlinear system is greater than threshold ii or not to match
of equations We will be investigating the

if the weight is less than second lower
use of this method which to our knowledge threshold A. Pairs having weights between
has never been tested these thresholds are classed in the dont

Another method of weight calculation that we know category These pairs must be followed
will consider is that of iterative refinement

up using computer assisted manual approach
We propose this method to avoid the construc Once the thresholds are set bounds on the

tion of costly samples If there were no probabilities of false matches and false non
errors in given component the value for matches can be computed by integrating the

that component would be and the weight for portions of the distribution tails lying beyond
the component could be calculated from the the threshold values By tabulating weights
frequency of occurrence of the component value

of candidate pairs the matcher could provide
states information on the error rates associated with

These initial weights can be refined as the component values These error rates are
follows Whenever record pair disagrees on

useful for verification

component the candidate pair would be pre
sented to an operator by the matching program Weight Methodology and Matcher Design
The operator can then make decision as to

whether the pair is match or not This
The matcher algorithm will use table of

places the pair in either the set or and
weights derived from investigations on weight

the weights can now be updated since is now
methodologies One weight would be associated

less than because of the detected error 11
with each predetermined component or identi

this pair is placed in The matcher can
fier value The matcher would store the most

obtain information regarding the error rates
frequent values of components from tables pre

of each component in this manner updating the
pared by other programs and component values

probability as records are processed The
not in this list would be given relatively

operator supplies the truth regarding each
high weight Thus popular names which have

record in question does this pair belong to low discriminating power would receive lower
set or to set This teaches the pro weights than comparatively rare ones without
gram to make similar decisions to those of the requiring the construction of exhaustive lex
operator The operator can set the level of icons
errors that will control the display of candi The weight tables for the matcher will in
date record pairs In this way records dude expected frequencies of occurrence of

can be matched automatically despite small component values error rate information and

errors in components As confidence is gain number of records processed for past data
ed the thresholds for manual intervention Information from the current data would be

can he moved After all records have been used to update the weight tables as the matcher

processed the entire file can be rematched gains experience matching This iterative

using the new weights and the process can be process results in weights of increasing accur

acy because new data is used to update probab
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ilities in Bayesian approach The amount of Records failing to match on blocking components

adjustment to the weights would diminish as in the first pass would have second chance

experience is accumulated to match on different blocking components
In addition to keeping records of expected during second pass By selecting two high

frequencies based on earlier observed frequen discrimination/low error rate sets for block
des the matcher will also keep observed ing the probability of intersecting errors is

frequencies for block for specific file minimized The high discrimination/low error
If there is much deviation between observed rate property for component means there is

and expected frequencies temporary modifica high probability that the component can accur
tion to the weights can be considered For ately predict matching record pair By

example in Spanishspeaking area the name using two such components the chance of

GONZALEZ might occur relatively more fre successful match is relatively good since

quently than it does on the average for the errors on both components would be required to

United States reject record

This technique must of course be justi We plan to utilize experience gained by

fied by theoretical arguments before it can be Statistics Canada the Generalized Iterative

incorporated into an algorithm that is expected Record Linkage System and others in de
to operate with known statistical properties signing the actual matching algorithm

number of characterstring comparison rou It is our intent to have an operational
tines for component values which do not agree

matcher for use with the 1985 Census Pretest

completely are available including the routine One of the most important applications will be

designed by Jaro and Corbett which has been coverage evaluation for the Decennial Census
used for 12 years in the UNIMATCH system

Through the use of such routine words can REFERENCES
be matched despite spelling errors

The UNIMATCH algorithm is an information Fellegi I.P and Sunter A.B Theory
theoretic comparator which takes into account for Record Linkage Journal of the Amen
phonetic errors transpositions of characters can Statistical Association Vol 64 l99
and random insertion replacement and deletion pp 11831210
of characters

These approaches will be tested in the Generalized Iterative Record Linkage Sys
matcher tems GIRLS Institutional Agriculture

The matcher will detect multiple occurrences Survey Methods Division Statistics Canada
of an individual person The success of multi Internal Documentation Oct 1978
pie household detection may depend upon the

number of multiunit structures in an area JÆro Matthew UNIMATCH Computer Sys
However this too will be an integral part of tem For Generalized Record Linkage Under
the matcher Conditions of Uncertainty Spring Joint

The EDP costs for matching are expected to Computer Conference 1972 AFIPSConfer
be low since blocking can be effected by means ence ProceedingsVol 401972 pp 523530
of sort sequence sequential processing and

thus costly data base accesses would not be Kelley Patrick Blocking Considera

required tions for Record Linkage Under Conditions
It is anticipated that not more than two of Uncertainty Proceedings of the Social

passes will be required to match nearly all Statistical Section American Statistical
records not requiring professional review Association Philadeipia 1984
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